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~INiTRODUCTION,-

'The United States Army Infantry, Board is currently conduct-
ing a>5-year Infantry Weapons, Methodology Study. The aimof the 141
meth6dology study is' to pr6vide test procedures and techniques which
will iisure the sele1ti6n of the most'effective weapons and equipment
for thelfinfantry soldier. The approach of-the methodology' study was.
to cast" these procedures in terms of the environment in which- the
SA'iiddatei w6-apn-orfs aid' s n-upport. eqUip-mit.- i1-i1& ht& d. Sfie& -a -- _V
istic eval!uation 6f weapon performance cannot be ,undertaken with
validity in a sterile laboratory situation, the movement, in-.recent"
years has been t6wards -tactical or -operational testing. This paper
wi(-l'relate some :of tii& results thus far achieved' and-W++ emphasize,
in partilalr a new -analytical technique for isolating particularly :1
importan[fvariables .or measures f -effectiveness.(,'1--

I - 1.

An obJective of th- :methodology study is to evaluate system- -

atically those factors which influence the combat environment by
using, the scientihc meth6d for as much- objectivity as possible.(l)
To reltd the test divironment to thd combat environment- for the
rifle poition of this study,, a listing of :the various combat actions
and tasks normally accomplishdd by the Infantry was prepared. As a
result of this research, 26 separate combat actions were identified,
such as counterambush, .-lose combat, frontal attack, etc. Next,
after researching pertinent, doctrinal and- training literature, a-
list of tasks normally accomplished by the -Infantryman when executing A
the combat actions was ,prepared.(2) These include such actions as
medium to short range sustained fire, rapid reaction firing and close
-range high intensity fire. ,It was determined that three basic tac-
tical situations (attack, quickfire, and defens'e) would_ accommodatethe 26 combat actions. as well as the 23 combat tas~ds do-_: .. - ,pe

-- t - -. .. . .. .
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Thirty-six n,& sures of -effectiveness were deve loped,from
a consideratiohof theie combat actions and tasks whiqh rflect
soldier/weapon system performanct vnder combat conditions. Examples
of these are:. time to' -irst round, time between !trigger pulls, -dis- -

tribution of near .misse,,. time to. shift fire, and-hits per pound
expressed as a per6nt" Of the soldier'i basic. load. These replace
the relatively sterilemeasures-previously used with tht-service test
and evaluation-of weapon systems, such as the stationary bull"s-eye
target associated with the old fknown-distande ranges-. The new meas- -

ures provide, definitive descriptions related to weapon performance
which-assist thedecision-maker in-selecting 'the best--of several
-competing weapon systems,. -

* Another result of the testing thus far-has been the deVel-
opment of a new techni:*4ue, for relating. these specific measures to
combat effectiveness. If successful, this, new method will isolate-
the more important measures so that .their impact on the decision- 4
making task will have a weight proportional to. their importance in
the combat environment. The paragraphs below describe comparativ e -

weapon performance when some of the iew measures are-used-and the - -

technique for determining the relative value of these measures as -" -'

,predictors of weapon performance. o

EXAMPLES-OF OPERATIONAL MEASRESo OF EFFECTIVENESS __ -.

The purpose ,of Quick-fire Experiment I was to idehtify a i ...-- .,,.
isol ate factors critical-to man/weapon System evaluation and -td,- V
develop methods for quantitatively measuring those factors.(3) Two
examples of these new measures of effectiveness are presented below,.
The ,est vehicles were 'two different automatic rifles. While, the

|p results appear to-address the petformance- of-these two weapon systems,
the aim of this paper is to demonstrate the capability of the test "
facility to resolve statistical-differences between weapon systems7-
not -to evaluate the relative merits of the ,tested weapons used in the
quick-fire experiment. -

T.,i-To-First-Round. The time -to fire 'the:first round is
defined as the time period between the instant when a- target appears
and the instant the- first -round is ,fired. The time-to-firt-round.
is indicative of' the actions necessary for a soldier carrying his
r'ifle at the ready p6sitioi- to acquire and .engage a surprise target.
Time-to-first-round measuresthe soldier's, actions of bringing fhe
weapon 'to his shoulder, seating the stock-against his' shoulder, I
aligning his head s6 that thesights are placed in a line between
the eye and the-target, aligning the sights, acquiring a."sight
picture," and'squeezing the trigger. Should the design, of'the
weapon inhibit any of these actions by the soldier, -the effectsshould be reflected by this measure. The quick-fire test facility

was able, to find statistically significant differences between the
two candidate test rifles of less than three, tenths of a second for
specific engagements.
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Graphical presentation of tini-to-first-tround as a function
of i&~ is 'shown, in Figures 1and 2. It, -can be senthtRfeAi

-faster than lK'fle B anid that both weapon systems- fire more rapidly in
the automatic mode than -in the, semiauitomatic mode. Performan'ce at
specific r~anges is not ziitably, dif ferenft, -although, in general, the
mekan value s increase with range. The-important factor from-the view-w
-point of test-methodology is that a- specific hypothesis -can ,be cont-
firmed or rejected with re spect to-,whic~h-weapon-characteristics
contribute to speed- in .firing the first round-. in tliks: teStit
c6ould, be 14ipothesized 'that, Riifle B, the 1 6w recoil weapon, iould be
the, faster- weapon. The.- test results -do- not confirm'this hypothesis
but show that the heavier weapon-is approximately three tenths of a

_second faster, which 13a significant at-the 5-percent level. -Weapon
weight a~dlow recoil myin c cniute ,to speped,, Therefore,
some other variable, or characteris tic of these two weapons systems

-na -m6st have an' overrtidng. 'if lt nce.

-he It is, of course, P,)ss!.ble to theorize as to the cause for
tholserved taiiferences. Fior; e ample, s ight-ine sytes maybe

responsible for rifle differences; Rifle B has elevated sights which
-may prohibit-the firer from using the barrel as an aiming aid and4
therefore magy be less- -suited -for the quick-kill -or rapid-fire tech-
nique than Rifle A,. With refei.ence to the differences between modes, .

there-may be a 'characteristic psychological fAc'tor which induces more -
-- ,deliberationi in the semiautomatic mode. The firer may- feel 'less ijeed'-

f& fii f ly ffig ti Hh ctii~i 1iibe, since4 fie s-
tnt this mude .of fers Rreat~r fire power-enough to, comenb~cefor a
hasty trigger pull. 116wever, -other mea.ues such-as hit probability-
show that the automatic mode is much less effective than the Sem.-
automatic mode. This-difference will be discussed later ujnder the

- ;ATYUy~is of-:urst size.

- Time-Betwexi'-Trigger-Pulls. The term time-be.ween-trigger-
pulla has- been adopted so 't -a-'reference cculd -be made-to both auto-
matic and- semi-autom ic modes, of fire 44th the game -term. (Noriially,
the -term time-between-bursts was used for automatic fire) and time--
between-rounds- was ,used for semiautomatic fire.)- The term is tiwed[
-as, an. indicator of the soldier's ability fto',bsorb the recoil) re-
acquire- the target, obtain a-new sight picture, or poinit the weapoh
and sq!4eeze- the triggey.

-Figure 3 presents results of the- time-between~bursts analy-
sis. The figure shows a 25-percent difference, significant at the
5.!-ercent level,; between the two weapon systems indicating that~this
measure has some degree of criticality to. weapon performance evalua-
tion-in the automatic mode.' No significant differences were observed
in the semiautomatic mode.
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ehtL of 'tee r

poses Te duevelopntWh of these easures- -shul ercieeess he-p

most weight in -the -proceag Qf choods ing t ,he optimum weapon system,

:especially--when one xaddt ea)o~r vssieiri oema
ures and inferior in others'?- Spe' cif ically,. the basic Vroblem is to

relte-difete'ce fondwithin the variouas measures of effectiveness
to meaningful, dif ferences 'in -the realI world. In- other -words, should'

on wapnprove to be 1.2 seconds faster -withsc measure as
tCime-to-shift-fire, :how does-this difference relate to- ihe success
or survivability -of t he- soldier!wedpon,'system in -comibat, ahnd'how-

should such, a, dif ference be equated, to difference's in other measures

such as hit _prpbabi Jityj?

Th& paragraphs-that folliow describe an-approach -to the
question of ho'to- relate the measures just di-scuaise4;'o operational
effective'ne s'. 1t is expected that this -new approach Wil be the
steppi;,ng -stone -to the -problem 61! weighting the various weapon
measures.

The fi-xing engagements, whose;-redults c~mprise the data

bacse, a#e'catejorizdd 'according- to -the-Ae grees of effectiveness as
-def-ined-by--whetheor-notthe-fi-re--aeihic-ved-- a hit-A ur-ng-tli -quickt-

fir enageent To~penigo~ens-which required multiple trigger
~pulls (more than ~ roun in iu~~a one burst of auto-I

matig.) -and failed' to arehieve ahi .r defined 'as the least effective
engagemnt.; :those which resulfte&- d ahit whether single or multiple
-triggepr pull~s were required aria" defiined _as most 11effect Iive- engagements.
- iativd presenthtion apear n-ipuev~

Level' 3 is, conside red -tol be the cent~r poinit on .the scale
S.ince it -contains gl engagements observedd. during the quick- fire
field -experrfit._ LeVel 11As the least effentlive set since it con-

-tis all1 engagements in which the firer pulled the triggdr more then
once--an& failed to gchieya -ahit,' In other ;words, level I'1-results
when al-mte- trigger pulf -engagements In which a'hit did not
occur -are remroved 'from ievel '3i.- Level 5 include-s 6ll engagements

from-Ae-Ve12 3 tha t resulted in a hit on a target. tevel 51is defined
~--as containing the most e *ffdctive-engagements and is the highest point,

on the effectiveness s-cale.-.Lvl 2ad4aes~il csscm
prsdof engagements which. can beIae'nutv o h cl

somewhere between 'levels W n- 3 and'levels 3 and 5, respectivdly.
Level 2 uses the ,eame engageinerits, for its data base- as- level 3, but
all single trigger pull eng4gemnios -have been -removed. Since the
targets disappeare4 when -hit, so -that first round -or burst hits ter--

minated the engagement,. the assumptionl's that soldiers who, f ired-.
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only once were apt to be 4imore sUfCd&ssil 'than soldiers who d6ntiUWd: .
to- fire. Level 4-'consists of the same set of engagements that com-
prise-Ieve 3 except that one round or burst engagements that resulted C -

-in a hit -have been removed-. The a ssumpti6n is that engagements that
resulted in a hit but required repeated -firings. ae le~seffective -
than single trigger pull engagements that, resulted in a hit. The ' -

figure explains' how the five levels are related. The scale is an
ordinal .scale which- siiily ranks the five levels. The distances
between 'the levels on the scale -are unknown, i.e., level 4 cannot
be defined as four times more effective -than level 1L

The -number of measures which can be used to evaluate weapon,
performance varies from level, to level. For example, the measure f
time-to-first.hit is only produced during engagements in whi'ch a .hit -

occurred and, consequently, is itot present in level 1. Figure 5
shows the measures that are assdciated-with each of the five levdls.
Generally, as effectiveness increases more measures become available
for the evaluation of weapon performance.

Once thls effectiveness scale was developed, several meas-
ures were analyzed to-determine how the measure-elated to combat
.effectiveness as -defined by ,the effectiveness scale. An example
that proved- to be closely correlated to effectiveness was the size
of "an automatic burst of fire when a soldiek engaged a-target-using
the fu'lly automatic mode of fire. Figure 6 -shows- burst size foi thb
two test .weapons plotted on the effectivefiess sdale. The curves
show:that --or engagements wth-no~hits' there- is- relat-ively: -little..
diffekende as far as burst size is concerned. As engagements become
more-,effective,, Rifle A tends toward-2-round bursts while -Rifle B
tends toward the 3-round burst. This indicates that burst size- plays .
an impbrtant role in the manner in which soldirs-effectively employ
rifles in the automatic mode. Soldiers who fire Rifle-A in 2-round ,
bursts get significantly more hits on targets whi].e those who fire I
Rifle B' in 3-round bursts achieve more hits. In statistical lan- " .2'
guage, An interaction has occurred between real world -effective6ness,
as defined by the s'cale, and burst size:

This discovery, made through the detection of interaction
effects (4), suggested that a more thorough analysis.0&f burst size
would lead to a better understanding of the factors which contribute
to the combat effectiveness of the soldier/weapon system.' The first
step was to examine the size of the bursts which soldiers, fired in
the automatic mode. Figure 7 shows the results of each automatlic
mode trigger pull observed throughout thq quick-fire experiment.
The average burst size for Rifle A was 2.27 rounds.; for Rifle B.Wthe ,  '

average was 2.78 rounds. Burst hit probabilities for the 'tw i- a W--
ons are shown in Figure 8. The analysis thus far' fails, to show a\
difference in effectiveness between he two rifles. Co-nsequently,
further analysis of burst size was attempted.

5'
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The next .effort was -to examine the iid'ividual e'ffectiveness
of each rounid of ,the diifereg~t burst, sizeg ; these are shorn in.
Figires 9 a d: 10., Thd- highest single-round effectiveness for both
weapons, is.achieved' with the single .round -of a semiautomatic trigger
pull. The second most effectiv ,round ,.f6or Rif e A is, the first round
-of a 2-round burst:; -the Same phenomenon for the first round of 'auto-
matic fire for Rifle B was not observed. It could be expected that
all 'first rounds of 'a bursi-and the single -round, of a .semiautomatic

trigger puil would be 'identical in- terms of the probabiliy "of [
achieving a,-hit.. The effort required to acquire a target, position
the weapon, align.the- sights, -and squeeze the trigger are 'eactly the
same regardless of the mode or the number of rounds that, follow the
first round; These data do not support _this reasoning and, in fact,
show that firs t-round effectiveness -is related t6 the number of

* --rounds that'.fciiow and the "effectiveness of the following rounds.
Gnerally, individual r6und effectiveness drops very rapid-ly as-the
burst of fire continues in, a qUick-fire enfgagement. -Bursts- of four
or more rounds are relatively ineffective against point targets.

The'comparative effectiveness of each burst or automatic
trigger pull: can be seen ifiiFigure 11. This' figure shows the
cnmulative hit probability of each round within the -burst. Oamu-
lative hit 'probabilities show -very c-Ilearly that'burst size is
related to the ability to hit a.point target. Without the burst

analysis no difference between weapon systems -was observtd4 (see \
Figure 8). From the burst analysis, the most effective wedpon
system is Rifle in -out burs mo e. Sinc ir
riques .can be Amproved. by training,, the potenfiialof Rifle B

if appears to be greater'than that of Rifle A as an automatic fire
weapon. I-

Two important findings have materi alized from the burst
analysis -that were not among the'original objectives of thiequick-
fire experiment: The Service Test must determine the weapon
system's optimum operatingm o4e to .yield complete informati on
weapon potential, and training procedures are related' directly to
weapon performaii - d therefore should not be considered as
separate entities. These are examples of the indirect benefits'
from a study based on'a solid methodological-.foundation.o

This, technique of equating a specific measure to- real world,
effectiveness represents an advance in military tes~t procedures, but

r is limited in -that the -"real world" is still. a simulated combat
-firing facility. Still, even'with-its limitations, the combat test
facility is a dynamic test. environmcent,, a-nfodel 'that -brings into
-play many of the influencing variables common to the combat environ-

W ment, and- -as,such,,prvides a distinct improvement in operational-
testing. The extent to which these meastios. influence effectiveness
tcan bd,-used as a-method of weighting the measures td ermit- prqper
emphasis when weapon-selection decisions must be made. 3
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All managers,. whether in business, governmentj, or the mili-
tayar fAded 'with the'mi ak th-accomplishment of their

Objectives- with- the most efficient utilization- of resources. And,
'the problbm that-all mangges, have in comoi is to relate their

'decision-,criteria to ih Ieir-ioals;7 For example,- a-corporationJ
'- -- ao.troe~ riigcss n qimn erca-o o exd)4,4ive must -relate such measures -As cbst of labor and material, .,"drovr. trii4dp ,dint~

thng ,called prsf it. A weapon designer .or test 'office-must relate

,malfunctions,, and cost -of pro.4uction-t a-ti ~ald success in -IA;, th combat environment. Td -accomplish, thi-ta~sk.- Aniagers- must-
bridge the -gap~between -what:he can measure and what the system being,

-~measured dis ex~t toi cml inrethe, realo world. This bypaper

itrating a method whi~h relates one mea surdto one scal" of ef fec..I iens. Bu~ifoescale Can be deveoped so can others.- Perhaps

k&cales, caft:-bd d4e-l6ped which i illr-relatca 'time, malfunctions, andI
-ammunitionexpdh-diture to 0eapon-effectveness on this dynamic
testing model., Finally, as scales -are daveloped they may eventually
be relat-ed tol eacW-,other. Then the measures which we- refer to by

the general categories of respobnsiveness,, accuracy, reliabitity,
sustiainability can..be equiated against each other reducing to an
absolute minimum themanagers sneed'to make subjective decisions.

interactions, ~~will provide the--maniager with.a, oefln~-eiin
-making tool.
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